Quantitative analysis of word use is complicated by the extreme skew of the word frequency distribution. Word frequencies approximately follow a Zipf distribution, where the 2nd most frequent word will occur about half-as often as the most frequent word, the 3rd most frequent word will occur about half-as often as the 2nd most frequent, and so on. The lower ranks of a word frequency distribution will contain rare words with a frequency of 1. Naive application of effect size statistics for counts, such as the log-odds ratio, will tend to overestimate the importance of differences in frequency of rare words, and underestimate the importance of differences in frequency among highly frequent words. By modifying the log-odds ratio to include an estimate of the variance in a word's frequency, and incorporating a prior count for words, LORIDP is sensitive to difference among higher frequency words, and also does not overestimate the importance of rare words.
difference among both words as significant (z = 4.12;-3.47) , whereas the log-odds ratio is larger for the mid-frequency word (log odds ratio = -0.44) than the high frequency word (log odds ratio = 0.00). Differences amongst some rare words in this example still recieve larger effect sizes by the unmodified log odds ratio. Table D shows an example where the absolute difference in frequency between the words has changed, but the overall size of the corpora much larger (2,000,000 words versus 20,000). Increasing the corpus size means the log-odds ratio falls for the mid-frequency word. LORIDP on the other hand, still treats these differences in counts as significant (z = 6.04;-4.67). LORIDP provides a clear statistic for how words are over/under represented in two corpora that is not distorted by the word's position in the word frequency distribution or corpus size. W0 has 18 more occurences in corpus A and W1 has 20 fewer occurences compared to corpus A. An unmodified log-odds ratio treats these differences as very small, whereas these difference pass the |z| = 3.48 significance threshold for LORIDP. LORIDP successfully captures this difference in W0 and W8, whereas the log odds ratio treats the difference between corpora for W0 as very small, and some log odds ratios for very rare words are larger. Although the corpus size is larger, LORIDP z-scores still treat the difference in frequency between W0 and W8 as significant. Corpus size influences the unmodified log-odds ratios, which are are smaller than in the illustrations in in Tables A, B , and C.
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